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DIETwenty years after her father's plane crashed in the jungles of Southeast Asia, Willy Jane Maitland was
finally tracking his last moves. She recognised the dangers, but her search for the truth about that fateful
flight was the only thing that mattered. Closing in on the events of that night, Willy realises that she is

investigating secrets that people would kill to protect. And without knowing who to trust, the truth can be far
from clear cut. . .PRESUMED GUILTYGuilty - until proven innocentMiranda Wood arrives home to a dark,
cold cottage - and a man, stabbed to death, lying in her bed. Miranda is the obvious suspect, and she looks
even guiltier when her bail is paid by an anonymous donor.As Miranda fights to clear her name, she unearths
a murky history of blackmail, corruption and scandal. As she gets closer to the truth, it becomes clear that

someone else wants to kill Miranda - someone with a personal reason for wanting her out of the
way...quoteGerritsen is tops in her genre. ,? USA Today
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